
 

 

 
JOB ANNOUNCEMENT 

 
 
DZSP-21 LLC is seeking qualified applicants to work on the US Navy Base Operating Services (BOS) Contract for 
the following positions: 
 

 
Crane Operator — Transportation, NBG ($22.86 p/h) Primary duty to Operate Cat 1 traveling mobile crane, and 
position crane at various locations to include wharf/Piers in order to perform complex lifts to move, load, unload 
ammunition, missile, heavy equipment, machinery beams, hazardous materials, lumber, crated or packed material, 
buckets, or other bulk and packaged materials; Operate Cat 1 mobile crane to perform complex lifts at water pump 
stations, water breaks, and multiple level decks and platforms; Operate Cat 2/3 bridge/overhead electric traveling cranes; 
perform preoperational inspection that conforms to government Navy Crane Center and Safety regulations/manuals. Work 
requires frequent bending, stooping, walking, standing, working in cramped positions, and climbing. Work requires 
complex lifting and moving heavy items; ability to do work of the position without more than normal supervision; 
knowledge of crane capacity (calculating weights) in loading, weight limitations and materials handled; ability to follow 
and interpret instructions and prepare simple reports and complete operator daily checklists; must be able to read and 
interpret grade and slope stakes and simple plans; work requires full use of limbs, good eyesight/hearing (correction 
permitted)/normal color vision. Crane operation work is often arduous/tiring, requiring sitting in operator’s seat for long 
periods. If not Navy Crane Center (NCC) certified, must be able to pass examination for NCC certification and must 
possess strong math skills. Required: Five (5) years related experience and a high school diploma or equivalent. OSHA 
Certification, AB with Mobile Crane License and valid driver’s license. Salary and benefits in accordance with CBA. 

Crane Inspector— Transportation, NBG ($22.86 p/h) Perform responsibilities that include reviewing the 
procurement of replacement parts which affect load bearing, load control or operational safety devices for the types of 
WHE in the inventory to ensure that only original equipment manufactured (OEM) parts are used in the repair of the 
WHE, performing maintenance, testing, certification, and operational test of WHE; certifying WHE and related 
equipment for which accredited certification is required by the NAVFAC P307 and OSHA standards; tracking equipment 
deficiency trends and reviewing issued crane safety advisories and equipment deficiency notices; collecting data on crane 
accidents, investigating crane accidents, and reviewing lessons learned; reviewing and submitting crane alterations; 
maintaining crane equipment history files on designated WHE and provide statuses to assigned assets. Inspect contractor 
cranes for NCC, ASME, OSHA and other applicable publications for their compliance. Required: Three (3) years related 
experience in crane mechanic and inspection. Must have a high school diploma or equivalent. Must have AB driver’s 
license. The WHE inspector is required to be certified by the Navy Crane Center trained to properly test operate units to 
determine overall condition. Utilize precision measuring instruments and recording those data; trained in the performance 
of lockout/tag out procedures; maintenance requirements for components (e.g., pneumatic, complex hydraulic, electrical, 
electronic LMI, structural, mechanical integrated systems) integral to the operation of the WHE within the inspector’s 
technical discipline; NCC electrical safety; mobile crane inspection & operation, aerial high lift platforms used on antenna 
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and live high voltage maintenance.  Required to have adequate knowledge in the application of the requirements of the 
NAVFAC P307 found in applicable sections and appendices of that publication. Desired: Well-rounded in the integrated 
components and circuitry found in telescoping boom mobile cranes equipped with a computerize Load Moments system. 
Adequate knowledge in Categories 1, 2, 3, and 4 cranes including aerial high lift platforms with complex integrated 
mechanical, electrical/electronic hydraulic circuitry. Ability to develop a concise report utilizing basic concepts and 
computer formats. Ability to perform quality equipment inspection to include accurately completing proper 
documentation. Successful candidate must be physically fit to climb ladders up to 12 feet, work in confided spaces and 
crawl in and out underneath voids and compartments with no difficulties. Must have good verbal and written 
communication skill to include knowledge of Microsoft office and ability to learn additional software applications as 
needed. Graduate from a Heavy Equipment Technical School, Current NCC Certified as a (WHE) Crane Inspector / Test 
Director / Trackage Inspector. Candidate will have demonstrable experience with 120, 240, and 480 volt crane electrical 
systems, with a good working knowledge and understanding of the applicable NEC requirements and standards. Salary 
and benefits in accordance with CBA. 

 Truck Driver, Heavy —- Transportation, NBG ($15.75 p/h) Drives Straight truck, 1½ tons over 4 tons, 6 wheels 
and 10 wheels; Operates gasoline, diesel, or electric-powered vehicle equipped with special purpose powered equipment 
used to tow motor vehicles or other equipment; Drives bus to transport passengers over specified routes to local or distant 
points according to time schedule. Assists passengers with baggage and collects tickets or cash fares. Complies with local 
traffic regulations. Reports delays or accidents. Records cash receipts and ticket fares. May make repair and change tires. 
May inspect bus and check gas, oil, and water before departure. May load or unload baggage or express checked by 
passengers in baggage compartment. Operates Gasoline and Diesel fuel tanker and delivers fuel according to fuel delivery 
schedule. Required: Four (4) years related experience and a high school diploma or equivalent. Must have A, B, C, and D 
License. Must be able to operate heavy equipment such as indoor overhead cranes, motor graders, heavy loaders, 
carryalls, bulldozers, dump trucks, backhoe, and large industrial tractors with pan or scrapper attachments. Equipment is 
used to excavate, load or move dirt, gravel or other material. Work requires frequent bending, stooping, walking, standing, 
working in cramped positions, and climbing. Must be able to lift 50 lbs.  Work requires complex lifting and moving heavy 
items; Ability to perform work without more than normal supervision; Ability to follow and interpret instructions and 
prepare simple reports and complete Operator daily checklist. Desired: Ability to operate heavy equipment such as 
backhoe, dump trucks, and forklift up to 15k.  Salary and benefits in accordance with CBA. 

Rigger— Transportation, NBG ($20.08 p/h) — Attach loads to rigging to provide support or prepare them for 
moving, using a variety of hand/power tools and material handling equipment. Attach pulleys and blocks to fixed 
overhead structures such as beams, ceilings, and gin pole booms, using bolts and clamps. Control movement of heavy 
equipment through narrow openings or confined spaces, using chainfalls, gin poles, gallows frames, and other equipment. 
Dismantle and store rigging equipment after use. Fabricate, set up, and repair rigging, supporting structures, hoists, and 
pulling gear. Manipulate rigging lines, hoists, and pulling gear to move or support materials such as heavy equipment. 
Select gear such as cables, pulleys, and winches, according to load weights and sizes, and facilities. Signal or verbally 
direct workers engaged in hoisting and moving loads, in order to ensure safety of workers and materials. Test rigging to 
ensure safety and reliability. Tilt, dip and turn suspended loads to maneuver over, under, and/or around obstacles, using 
multi-point suspension techniques. Clean and dress machine surfaces and components parts. Install ground rigging for 
yarding lines, attaching chokers to logs and then to the lines.  Required: Must have five (5) years related experience and a 
high school diploma or equivalent. Knowledge of machines and tools, including their uses, repair, and maintenance. 
Ability to bend, stretch, twist, or reach with body arms, and/or legs. Ability to exert muscle force to lift, pushes, pull or 
carry objects. Salary and benefits in accordance with CBA. 



 

 

 

Upon submitting an application, please provide an updated Guam Police and Court Clearance. 

DZSP 21 employees who are interested in applying for open positions must submit an Internal Bid Form and 
updated resume.   

To apply, please visit our website at www.dzsp21.com. 

DZSP 21’s culture places safety as its core value with the expectation that employees must be safety minded at all times. 
Applications may also be submitted via our drop box Monday-Friday (7:30AM-4:30PM) at Building 4918, Piti, Guam.  

 
DZSP-21 LLC is a drug-free work environment and an equal opportunity employer. 

Federal Law requires presentation of proof of identity and eligibility to work in the U.S. We comply with this law on a nondiscriminatory basis.  


